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HIGHLIGHTS
We consider it a privilege to get to know and care for 179 residents at
Norview Lodge. Each resident brings a wealth of knowledge and life
experience with them and we wanted to highlight a resident each month
so, you can get to know them like we do. Our resident this month is Louis
“Lou” Darby; Lou was born and raised in Toronto. He is an only child and
was cherished by both parents Violet and Louis. Lou married his wife, Diane
in 1955, celebrating their 66th wedding anniversary. They raised their three
daughters in Etobicoke, TO; Christine (Dane), Karen (Dave) and Diane. They
then moved to Waterford in 2003 to a horse farm. Lou has six Grandchildren:
Lara (Greg), Aaron; Kiki (Adam), Joel, Shawn and Nicholas. He also has
two Great Grandchildren; Charlee and Piper. His grandchildren have a fond
memory of him annually jumping into his pool and also, covering himself
with newspapers on his floor to have an afternoon nap. His grandson Aaron
is currently living in San Diego where he just learned that he will be working
on the Michael J. Fox foundation.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
We are delighted to be able
to share with everyone what
is happening at Norview Lodge and to do
it in a safe and engaging way. These past
many months have demonstrated to us the
importance of staying connected not only with
our families, friends but also our community
members who always had us in their
thoughts. The continuing outpour of support
and encouragement has been nothing less
than extraordinary and we truly appreciate
everyone’s kind words. We want to use this
platform to provide a monthly update about
Norview Lodge and we will be encouraging
the participation of both staff and residents in
the creation of this newsletter. #NorviewStrong

Lou was a Chemical Engineer and he earned his degree from the University
of Toronto. Lou was highly successful in his career and is very proud of his
accomplishments.

WHAT’S NEW

Lou worked for four different companies Hands Fireworks, BA Oil, American
Chemical, De Havilland Aircraft. He then had his own company for 25 years
called Anti Friction Enterprises where they rust proofed small parts for
automotive factories.

We continue with our ongoing measures to
protect our Residents and Staff by following all
Directives and Guidelines from the Ministry of
Health, Ontario Health, Public Health Ontario
and our Local Public Health Unit.

His hobbies consisted of cutting and polishing
gem stones, carpentry, working in his
woodlot, chess, making bird house and
traveling to Europe.
Lou now lives at Norview Lodge where
he participates in various programs he
is interested in. He continually receives
amazing support from his family with
regular FaceTime and window visits.

The Recreation therapists continue to create a
monthly calendar based on the programming
desires of the twenty-two residents residing in
each of the eight home areas. These monthly
calendars are posted in the home areas
and on the Norfolk County website within
the Norview Lodge section. This newsletter
is an opportunity for us to share a broader
description of some of these programs
along with a few pictures. All programs are
facilitated with the utmost care in adhering to
infection control protocols.

PEOPLE OF NORVIEW
“The most important things in life are the
connections you make with others” – Tom Ford
These past many months have seen a change in the way we communicate
as we have had to adapt and introduce different means. The introduction of
virtual interactions through FaceTime has been a consistent means for some
residents over the last year. The program department has been very active in
facilitating these interactions as well as, the entire Norview team. Previous
telephone conversations have even been changed to virtual conversations
over FaceTime because you can see the individual you are speaking to. We
have even seen family members connecting from all over the world through
FaceTime and being able to visually share updates, which has been well
received.

Exercise is beneficial for your body and
mind and a lot more fun with company.

Happy Easter from Norfolk Pinery; one
of the home areas at Norview Lodge.

The warm weather is approaching and
we need to start thinking about our
flower beds.

A newly introduced whole home program is a monthly themed day that
captures an “Around the World” experience. Each month we will have a
designated day to celebrate different countries around the world and the
programming that day will be related to the country and a lunch time meal
option will be traditional to that country. April was our first month and we
had a Ukrainian Themed Day; some of the programming included Ukrainian
trivia, Ukrainian travelogue and Ukrainian games. It was well received by
both the residents and staff and for the month of May we will be travelling to
Mexico and celebrating Cinco de Mayo.
There is a recreation therapist that facilitates programming in each of the
eight home areas. Each month the recreation therapists meet with the
residents to determine the following month’s activities. They come together
with a list of activities to share and look to the residents to provide input and
feedback. This has brought about varying programs each month and the
inclusion of some monthly favorites such as Bingo, travelogues, trivia and
socials. It is definitely a collaborative effort between the program staff and
residents when creating the monthly calendar and it is wonderful to see the
regular inclusion of new programming each month.

